
INVITATION FROM ERENA BRAMOS TO A SACRED DIMENSIONS ZOOM GATHERING  

SATURDAY JULY 18, 2020, FROM 12:00 – 3:00; Zoom Number: https://zoom.us/j/991210231 

For this gathering, I am asking that you read:  

Lecture #248- Three Principles of the Forces of Evil -- Personification of Evil 

My dear friends, 

I send you greetings and blessings for your journey in these interesting times. 

This is a time of crisis and like every other crisis, regardless of the difficulty and possible frustration and 
pain it might be creating, it is also a gift. 

 This as a time of crisis which invites us to be mindful as to how we invest our energy; to question how 
we can best support life to move forward as it is meant to do; to be mindful of the obligation to abide by 
the law of brotherhood; to be willing to let go of our attachment to separation. 

 Like every other crisis, this current one that we have been collectively living with, the Guide would say, 
is here to shake us out of believing that we have arrived somewhere so that we can open our eyes 
individually and collectively to see the world and ourselves anew … like a baby, with curiosity and 
without preconceived notions. 

We are asked to see with eyes that will invite us back to seeing the path back into alignment with the 
“invisible world,” disconnection from which has left us bereft and with a sense of aloneness and 
emptiness. 

And, as always, the Guide reminds us in this lecture that to see beyond set ideas and beliefs about 
Reality we need to allow compassion to support us in seeing our blind spots. We need to be willing to 
walk through the various stances we have developed, and have painstakingly attached to, which protect 
us from fully entering the “dance” that is the alignment with Unity and eventually the Taste of Oneness. 

So, let us   join in a conversation on what this invitation brings up for us. 

For this gathering, I am asking that you read lecture #248 and come prepared to share with the rest of 
us how the lecture speaks to you. You might want to take a risk and speak to your own inner struggle 
with the particular teachings in this lecture. You might feel called to risk sharing guidance and wisdom. 

Or none of the above… Maybe to just read the lecture and join in. 

I hope to see you there 

Erena 

P.S I would like to express gratitude to Gary and Pat who reminded me of the importance of this lecture 
and suggested we make it the foundation of our sharing. 


